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christianity in china wikipedia - christianity in china appeared in the 7th century during the tang dynasty but did not take
root until it was reintroduced in the 16th century by jesuit missionaries today it comprises catholics protestants evangelicals
and a small number of orthodox christians although its lineage in china is not as ancient as taoism mahayana buddhism or
confucianism christianity through various ways, chinese americans world culture encyclopedia - china or zhongguo the
middle kingdom the third largest country in the world occupies a significant portion of southeast asia the land mass 3 657
765 square miles 9 700 000 sq km or as big as all of europe is bounded to the north by russia and mongolia to the west by
russia and india to the southwest by the himalayas to the south by indochina and the south china sea and to the, news
breaking stories updates telegraph - latest breaking news including politics crime and celebrity find stories updates and
expert opinion, japan new world encyclopedia - japan is is a member of the united nations g8 and apec with the world s
fifth largest defense budget it is the world s fourth largest exporter and sixth largest importer japan is the second largest
financial contributor to the united nations providing 20 percent of the un budget the u s contributes 25 percent
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